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Abstract 
The subdivision threshold for a graph F is the maximum number of edges, ex(n; FS), a graph of 
order n can have without containing a subdivision of F as a subgraph. We consider two instances: 
(i) F is the graph formed by a cycle C one vertex of which is adjacent to k vertices not on C, and 
(ii) F is the graph formed by a cycle C one vertex of which is adjacent to k vertices on C. 
In the first problem we determine the threshold and characterize the extremal graphs for all k> 1. 
In the second problem we do this for k = 2 only. 
1. Introduction 
Fix the graph F. We define the subdivision threshold of F to be the maximum 
number of edges, ex(n; FS), a simple graph of order n can have without containing 
a subdivision of F as a subgraph (BollobBs [2] refers to these subdivisions as 
‘topological’ subgraphs). Obviously this number will be (1) whenever F has more than 
n vertices. We denote by EX(n; FS) the family of those graphs of order n that have 
edges and do not contain a subdivision of F. These are called the extremal graphs for F. 
The authors of [4] have surveyed and extended the results known about subdivision 
thresholds. One of the goals of our work is the discovery of the salient invariants of 
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a graph F that determine the associated extremal graphs. In our concluding remarks 
we will discuss this point for the two classes of graphs studied here. 
A second objective is that of contrasting the results for the two problems that are 
due to the different proof techniques. Specifically, the proofs for the first class of 
graphs are not inductive and allow us to devise an argument for the value of ex(n; F$) 
that is effectively independent of k. For the second class of graphs the proof is 
inductive on n for fixed k. Not only does the establishment of the base cases require the 
examination of a class Ck of graphs where I Ck 1 appears to be an increasing function of 
k, but the complexity of the induction step itself appears to grow with k. 
We use the following standard notation and terminology. The order of a graph G is 
I V(G) 1 and the size is 1 E(G) I where V(G) is the vertex set of G and E(G) is the edge set. 
We denote by A(G) the maximum of the degrees, d(v), of the vertices v of G, and by 
N(v) the set of vertices of G adjacent to v. A subdivision of a graph F is any graph 
obtained from F by replacing edges with pairwise internally disjoint paths of arbitrary 
positive lengths. We say the graph G is FS-free iff G does not contain any subdivision 
of F as a subgraph. The path of order n is denoted by P,,. The Cartesian product 
G=G1 x Gz of the graphs G, and G2 is defined in the usual manner: 
V(G)= V(G,) x V(G,) and two vertices (ul, u2) and (vl, v2) of G are adjacent iff either 
ul=ul and u2u2~E(G2) or u2=v2 and ulvl~E(G,). If (b#Sr V(G) for some graph 
G and Gi, 1 <id j, are the components of G-S then the subgraphs of G induced by 
the vertex sets S u V(Gi) are called the S-components of G. If S = {u} we shorten this to 
the v-components of G. (It should be noted that G is not required to be connected so 
that G may not be equal to the union of the S-components. Indeed, an S-component 
itself may not be connected; this will not occur in our applications, however.) We use 
:= or =: to introduce a definition by an equation. 
We use the following nonstandard notation and terminology. A pendant vertex is 
one with degree 1. A triangle uuw is said to be pendant iff d(u) + d(v) + d(w) = 7. A vertex 
v of a graph G is said to be extracyclic iff d(u) 2 2 and v does not lie in any cycle of G. 
Every edge incident with such a vertex v is a bridge and v is a cut vertex. It will be 
notationally convenient to have the fictitious empty graph K,, available for later use. 
An Husimi tree is a connected graph in which no edge lies in more than one cycle. 
A graph is nearly k-regular if all vertices but one have degree k and the exceptional 
vertex has degree k - 1. Note that k-regular graphs of order n exist iff kn is even and 
0 <k< n- 1 and that nearly k-regular graphs of order n exist iff kn is odd and 
1 <k < n - 2. If Ai, 1~ i < j, are pairwise vertex disjoint graphs then Al + A2 + ... + Aj 
is the graph with vertex set ui=, V(Ai) and edgeset (U_i=lE(Ai)~(Ui=:Ei,i+l) where 
Ei,i+ 1 is the set of all edges with one end vertex in Ei and the other in Ei+ 1. 
2. Evaluation of ex(n; F,$) where Fk = K, + K1 + & 
The graph Fk may also be described as a triangle, K,, together with k pendant 
vertices all adjacent to the same vertex of the triangle. Clearly ex(n; FJ) = n - 1 and 
EX(n; F,S) is the family of trees of order n, n> 1. 
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Preface to Theorem 2.1. In the next several paragraphs we describe two classes of 
graphs, Rm,k+r and &&+I, that constitute the extremal graphs for this problem. Since 
these classes involve several cases depending on the residue of n modulo k + 3, the 
descriptions are tedious. The reader is advised to move directly to the statement of 
Theorem 2.1 and to refer back to these descriptions as the relevant graphs are 
encountered in the proof. 
For k 2 0 we denote by R, ,& + 1 the set of all (k + 1)-regular graphs of order m in the 
case that m(k + 1) is even, and the set of all nearly (k + 1)-regular graphs of order m in 
thecasethatm(k+1)isodd.NotethatR,,k+,#0iffm(k+1)isevenandm~k+2or 
m(k+ 1) is odd and m>k+3. 
If m(k+ 1) is even denote by R;,&+ 1 the set of those graphs in which all vertices but 
two have degree (k+ 1) and each of these two has degree k. If m(k+ 1) is odd, set 
R,&r=Rm,k+i. IfHER,,k+r and d(u) = k then v is called a minor vertex of H. Note 
that if the graph G has order m, A(G) < k + 1 and G contains at least one vertex with 
degree k or less, then 
and equality holds throughout iff GER;,,, 1. 
Set n-l=: q(kf3)+s, O<s<k+2. For nak+4 we denote by s,,&+i the union of 
the classes of graphs G described below in (aHe). The subgraphs Hi described in each 
of these five classes are understood to be pairwise disjoint. 
(a) If k is even let {mij 1 < idq) be any set of integers satisfying Cy= 1 mi = n- 1, 
mi > k + 3 and at most one mi is even. Let Hi be an arbitrary member of R;, , & + 1 and 
choose one minor vertex wi in each Hi, 1 < i < q. Let w be a vertex not in any Hi. The 
graph G is defined by 
V(G)={wIu(Ql V(Hi)) and E(G)={wwiIl<i<q}u 
Note that 1 V(G) ( = n and that 
(b) If k is even and s = k + 2, let Hi be an arbitrary member of R;+ 3,& + 1 and choose 
one minor vertex Wi in each Hi, 1 < i < q. Let w be a vertex not in any Hi. The graph G’ 
is defined by 
V(G’)={Wi-( Gl V(Hi)) and E(G’)={wwiIl~i~q}u 
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(c) If k is even and s = k + 2, let Hi be an arbitrary member of R,T+ 3,k+ I and let 
H 4 + 1 be an arbitrary member of R;+ 2, k + 1. Choose one minor vertex Wi in each Hi, 






Note that 1 V(G)I=l+q(k+3)+k+2=n and that 
(d) If k=2 and s= 1, let Hi be the unique member of R;,3 and choose one minor 
vertex Wi in each Hi, 1 < i < q. Let u and w be two distinct vertices neither of which is in 
any Hi. For each Wi, 1 < i < q, arbitrarily choose one edge UWi or WWi; let E be the set of 
edges chosen. The graph G is defined by 
Note that 1 V(G)\ =n and that 
,E(G),=Sq+ 1 =y -[!#l’k+2$;,‘)J. 
(e) If k = 2 and s = 3, let Hi be the unique member of R5,3 and let H,, 1 EK,. 
Choose one minor vertex Wi in each Hi, 1 < i < q, and let w, + 1 be any vertex of H, + 1. 
Let w be a vertex not in any Hi. The graph G’ is defined by 
V(G+)={W}U(Ic V(Hi)) 
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If k is odd then 
J=(~;F,S)=K,,+, 
Zf k is even and 
then 
EX(n;F,S)=R,,,c+,. 
If k is even and 
then 
EX(n;F,S)=S,,,+,. 
lf k is even and 
Proof. Every member of Rn,k+l is F&free so that 
ex(n;FJ)> q 
I I 
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Zf@%,,c+~ it is easy to see that G is F,S-free, has order n, and, from the ‘preface to 
Theorem 2. l’, 
Thus 
ex(n; F$) > 
Suppose GEEX(~; FIS). Then any component of G that contains a cycle C contains 
no edges other than those of C, i.e. every component of G is a cycle or a tree. It follows 
immediately that EX(n;F,S) is the family of 2-regular graphs of order n and that 
ex(n; FIS) = n, n > 3. 
For the remainder of the proof we may suppose ka2. We list several properties of 
members of EX(n; FkS) the first two of which are obvious. 
(i) If GEEX(~;F,S) then G has at least two cycles. 
(ii) If GEEX(~;FJ) and d(G)dk+l then IE(G)I=L(k+l)n/2) and G is (k+l)- 
regular or nearly (k + l)-regular. 
The following observations will prove useful in establishing (iii)-(v). They follow 
readily from the definition of extracyclic vertices. 
Observation 2.2. A vertex v is extracyclic in the graph G zffv is extracyclic in every 
subdivision of G. 
Observation 2.3. Let G2 be the graph obtained from a graph G1 by adding an edge uv 
where u and v are nonadjacent vertices lying in a common cycle of G1. Then a vertex w is 
extracyclic in G1 ifl w is extracyclic in G2. 
(iii) If GEEX(n; FkS) then G h as no isolated vertices and has at most one pendant 
vertex. Furthermore, G does not have both a pendant vertex and a pendant triangle. 
If G has an isolated vertex u, we may delete u, subdivide an arbitrary edge e with the 
vertex x, and obtain an F$-free graph with order n but having one more edge than G, 
which is impossible. 
To see that G has at most one pendant vertex, suppose G has distinct pendant 
vertices u and v and let el and e2 be edges lying in a common cycle of G. If we form 
a graph G1 from G-u - v by subdividing edge e; with the vertex xi, i = 1,2, and adding 
edge x1x2, then Gi has order n, is F,S-free, but has one more edge than G, which is 
impossible. 
If G has both a pendant vertex x and a pendant triangle uvw with d(w) = 3 then, as 
above, let el and e2 be edges lying in a common cycle of G different from UVW. If we 
form a graph G, from G-u-v by subdividing edge ei with the vertex Xi, i= 1,2, and 
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adding edge x1x2, then G,EEX(~; FJ) which is impossible since now both x and w are 
pendant vertices. 
(iv) If GEEX(~;F,S) then G has at most two extracyclic vertices. 
Suppose, to the contrary, that u, v, and w are three distinct extracyclic vertices of G. 
Since none of u, v, or w lies in a cycle of G, we may assume u does not lie in any v-w 
path and w does not lie in any u-v path. If G has a u-component H not containing u, 
let u1 be the vertex of H adjacent to u. Then G1:=G-uul+vul~EX(n;FkS). We see 
that dc, (u) = dG(u) - 1 and dG, (w) = dG(w). If we continue in this manner to ‘shift’ u- and 
w-components to u we eventually obtain a member of EX(n;F,S) with an isolated 
vertex or two pendant vertices in contradiction to (iii). Thus (iv) holds. 
(v) If GEEX(FI; FJ) and G has two extracyclic vertices, they are adjacent and G has 
no pendant vertices or triangles. 
Suppose, to the contrary, that u, with adjacent vertices Ui, 1~ i < s, and v, are distinct 
nonadjacent extracyclic vertices of G. There are at least s- 1 u-components of G that 
do not contain v. If each of s - 1 of these is shifted to v as described in the proof of (iv) 
then, in the resultant graph G, say, u is adjacent only to ui, say, and it follows from (iv) 
that u1 lies in a cycle C. If an edge of C, not incident with ui, is subdivided by the 
vertex x and the edge uix added to Gi -u the resultant graph has order n, is F,S-free, 
but has one more edge than G which is impossible. 
If G also has a pendant vertex or triangle then the graph Gi obtained as in the 
previous paragraph has either two pendant vertices or a pendant vertex and a pendant 
triangle contrary to (iii). Thus (v) holds. 
(vi) If GEEX(~;F,S) and dG(v)a k+2 then v is an extracyclic vertex. 
Let Vvi, 1< i < dG(u), be the edges of G incident with u. If UUi were not a bridge of 
G then u would lie in a cycle C = VW 1 ... w,. Let j be the largest index less than t for 
which VWj~E(G). Then union of the cycle UWjWj+l ... w, with the subgraph induced 
by the edges of G-wj- w, incident with u (of which there at least k) contains 
a subdivision of Fk. 
(vii) If GeEX(n; FkS) and o is an extracyclic vertex of G then every component of 
G not containing v is (k+ 1)-regular. 
Suppose G has a component H not containing u. By (v) and (vi), d(H)< k + 1, If 
WE V(H) and d(w) < k + 1 then G+ oweex(n; F,S) and 1 E(G + VW) 1 z=- 1E(G) 1 which is 
impossible. Thus (vii) holds. 
Representatives. If GEEX(~; F$) and G has a pendant vertex x, we delete vertex 
x and subdivide an arbitrary edge lying in some cycle of G-x with the vertex y to 
obtain a graph Gi . 
If GeEX(n; FkS) and G has a pendant triangle uvw with d(w)=3 we form G, from 
G -u - v by first choosing two edges ei lying in a common cycle of G-u - u, subdivid- 
ing edge ei with vertex xi, i= 1,2, and then adding the edge x1x2. 
If GEEX(~; FkS) and G has two extracyclic vertices u and v, we define the graph G, 
to be the graph obtained from G by first shifting to u all u-components not containing 
u (in view of (iv) and (v) the labeling of u and v is irrelevant) and then ‘moving’ the new 
pendant vertex u by the process described two paragraphs above. 
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The graph G1 obtained in the three cases just described is called a representative of 
G; clearly, if G has a pendant vertex, a pendant triangle or two extracyclic vertices then 
it has a representative with no pendant vertices, no pendant triangle, and just one 
vertex with degree greater than k+ 1. 
If GeEX(n; F’,J) and d(u) = r 2 k+ 2 for exactly one UE V(G), we denote by vi the 
neighbors of v, by G; the v-components of G, set Gi= Gf-v, and set ni= ( V(G<)l, 
l<i<r. We may assume nldnzd ... <n,. Note that, by (vi), if G has just one 
extracyclic vertex then it has at most one vertex v satisfying d(v)> k+2. 
(viii) If GEEX(~; FkS) and v is the only extracyclic vertex of G then either ni 2 k + 2, 
1 <i<r, or k=2, nI= 1 or 3, and ni>4, 2<i<r. 
We first note that r 2 k + 2 2 4. Suppose n1 d k + 1. There are three cases to consider. 
(cc) nl+n,~k+1.SetG’=({G-[V(G,)u~(Gz)])uK,,+t,,)+vwwherewisaver- 
tex of K,, +,,z. Then G’EEX(~; FkS) but 
Since GEEX(~; FkS), we must have n, = n2 = 1 which violates (iii). 
(p) n,+n,>k+2 and n,<k+l. Let H be an arbitrary member of R&+l+n2,+l; 
with w a minor vertex of H, set G’=((G-[V(GI)uV(G,)]}uH)+vw. Then 
G’EEX(n; F$) but 
which is impossible. (The second inequality holds since 1 <ni< k+ 1 implies 
(k+2_ni)ni3k+ 1, i= 1, 2.) 
(y) nI+n23k+2 and n,>k+2. Let H be an arbitrary member of Rn;+n,,k+l 
with w a minor vertex of H and set G’=({G-[V(G,)u V(G,)]}uH)+uw. Then 








NOW, since 1 <n, <k+ 1 implies that (k+2--nl)nl >, k+ 1 with equality only if 
nr=l or n,=k+l, we see that 
unless k=2 and nI = 1 or 3. Thus (viii) holds. 
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(ix) If GEEX(~;FJ) and u is the only extracyclic vertex of G then 
IW),<~ kk+l:nilj+r-e+~(n-l_i: ni), 
i=l i=l 
(2) 
where E is defined by 
{ 
0, k>3, 
s= 1, k=2, nr=l or 3. 
By (vii) each of the (n- 1 -CT= 1 ni) vertices not in a u-component has degree k+ 1. 
Furthermore, since dGi (Vi) <k and A (Gi) d k + 1, we have 
IE(Gt)lG ~k+l~i-l] for l<iQr. 
Thus, if k=2 and nl = 1 or 3 then, since IE(G,)l=(3n, - 1)/2- 1, we have from (viii) 
and, if ka3 or k=2 and nl # 1 or 3 then 
IE(G)/<i l’k+l:“i-lj+r-c+~(n-~-&i). 
i=l i=l 
(x) If k is odd then 
and EX(n;F$)= R,,,, 1. 
If GEEX(~; FJ) then G has a representative with just one extracyclic vertex and so, 
from (2), 
IE(G)l~~~ni+k:l 
(k+ l)(n- 1) (k+ 1)n 
I=1 
-(n-l-$%)= 2 <2 
in contradiction to (1). We conclude that A(G)< k + 1 so that (x) follows from (ii). 
(xi) If GEEX(~; F,J) and u is the only extracyclic vertex of G then, for k even, 
To derive this, we denote by rl the number of ni equal to k+2, by r2 the number 
of even Iti at least k+ 3, and by r3 the number of odd ni at least k+ 3. Then, 
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r = r1 + r2 + r3 + E and, for even k we have from (2) 
(k+ l)(n- 1) E 
IE(G)l< 2 -Z-rl-r2-$+r-~= 2 ~ (k+l)(n-l)+r,--E 
2 . 
(3) 
To maximize this last expression in integers subject to the restriction 
we take 
so that, from (3) 
IE(G)IG 
(k+l)(n-1)+ [*]-a 1 2 1 
(4) 
This last inequality, in combination with (l), shows that (xi) holds. 
To complete the proof of the theorem we first note that from (l), (ii), (x), and (xi) it 
follows that 
(k+ l)n 1 1 k-1 mod 2, cx(n; Fks) = 
m$~],~k’~~~3r”]), kEOmod2 
so that, if k is even, 
n-l-& 
r3= k+3 1 1 
and equality must hold throughout (3) and (4). Now it is easily verified that G is in one 
of the classes (a), (b), (c) or (e) of S&k + 1. 
If GEEX(~; FkS) and G has two extracyclic vertices then a representative of G is in 
class (a) of S&k+ 1 and it follows that G is in class (d) of S&k+ 1. Thus, EX(n; FkS) is as 
described in the statement of the theorem. 0 
The function 
may be explicitly determined as follows. 
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Proposition 2.4. Suppose k is a positive even integer, A= n(k + 1)/2 and 
B=(k+2)‘(n-1)/2(k+3). 








We demonstrate the first and last inequalities, the proofs of the remaining are 
similar. 
If n=Omod2 then LAJ=n(k+1)/2 so that LAJ>pJ iff n(k+1)/2> 
(k + 2)2(n - 1)/2(k + 3) which is equivalent to n < k2 + 4k + 3. 
If n=lmod2 then LAJ=[n(k+l)-1]/2 so that LAJ<LBJ iff 
[n(k+1)-1]/2>(k+2)2(n-1)/2(k+3) which is equivalent to nbk2+5k+7. 
3. Evaluation of ex(n; FkS) where Fk = K1 + Pk+2 
The graph Fk may also be described as the cycle Ckf3 one vertex of which is 
adjacent to all others; such a special vertex will be called a hub of Fk; it is unique if 
ka 2. Obviously, ex(n; F&T)= n - 1, n B 1, and EX(n; FoS) is the family of trees of 
order n. 
The following result will be used in determining both ex(n; F,S) and ex(n; F*S). 
Lemma 3.1. Zf the graph H is 2-connected, VE V(H), and d(v)> 3, then H contains 
a subdivision of F1 with v as hub. 
Proof. Since v is not a cut vertex of H, it lies in a cycle C with u and w, say, adjacent to 
v in C. Let xeN(v) - {u, w}. Then G-v contains an x-C path (perhaps of length 0) and 
it is easy to find a subdivision of F, in H having v as hub. 0 
BSlrtfai, in an undergraduate competition, answered a question posed by Paul 
Erdiis concerning the value of ex(n; FIS). We include this result here since it, along 
with Theorem 3.5 helps to suggest a general pattern. 
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Theorem 3.2 (Bartfai [ 11). Zf n 3 1 then 
3(n- 1) 
ex(n;FiS)= 2 L 1 
and GEEX(n;FIS) ifSGrK, or n>2, G is connected, and 
(a) every block of G is isomorphic to K3 zyn is odd, 
(b) every block of G but one, B, is isomorphic to K3 and BE K2 or C4 if n is even. 
Proof. Suppose GEEX(n; FIS). It is easy to see that G is connected and no edge of 
G lies in more than one cycle, i.e. G is an Husimi tree (= cactus). It follows from 
Lemma 3.1 that each block of G is isomorphic to K1 (so that G z K, ), Kz, or a cycle 
C,, r33. Since GEEX(n; FIS), it can be argued that r=3 or 4, and that at most one 
cycle of G has size 4 (none if Kz is a block of G). 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let G be a block with order n 2 1 and of maximum size that does not contain 
a subdivision of Fz. Then G z K1, Kq, the nearly 3-regular graph with order 5, 
K 3,3,K2 x K3, or GgKKZ+K,_2. Itfollows that every block of order n and size 2n-1 
contains a subdivision of F2 and that K1 and K4 are the only blocks of order n and size 
2n-2 that are FzS-free. 
Proof. The last claim of the lemma follows easily from the first. 
The first part of the lemma is easily verified for 1 <n<6 from tables in [3]. We 
proceed by induction on n and may assume n> 7 so that 2n-3 > 3n/2 and G has 
a vertex v with degree at least 4. 
By Lemma 3.1, G contains a subdivision G’ of F, with v as hub. Denote by y the 
other vertex with degree 3 in G’ and by z a vertex adjacent to v in G but not in G’. 
Denote the three internally disjoint v-y paths of G’ by Qi, 1 <i< 3, and set I”= V(G’). 
In G-v there must be a z- v’ path Q4 for which V(Q,)n v’ is a set consisting of 
a single vertex, say z’. Then z’ = y for, otherwise, it is easy to find a subdivision of F2 in 
G. Furthermore, if, in G - (v, y >, there is any path from a vertex of Qi to Qj, i #j, 1 d i, 
j<4, then it is easy to find a subdivision of F2 in G. Thus, {v, y} is a cut set of G and if 
i#j then Qi and Qj lie in different {v, y}-components of G. 
Claim 3.4. Every {v, y)-component of G is a path of length 1 or 2. 
Suppose otherwise, and let H be an arbitrary {v, y}-component different from P2 
and P,. Neither v nor y can be adjacent to two vertices of H since G is F,S-free. It 
follows that the unique vertex y’, say, adjacent in H to y and the unique vertex v’, say, 
adjacent in H to v are distinct since G is 2-connected. 
Let H’=H-v-y and set m=l V(H’)l. Then IE(H’)1>2m-2 for otherwise we can 
add m vertices to G- V(H’), each adjacent to both v and y, and obtain a block that has 
order n, is FzS-free, but has more edges than G. 
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Since H-y+ oy’ is an F$free block with order m+ 1 and size at least 
2m = 2(m + 1) - 2, it follows from the induction hypothesis that H-y + vy’ g Kq. Since 
this is impossible, the claim follows and G = K2 + K,, _ 2 for n B 7. 0 
Before proceeding we emphasize a consequence of Lemma 3.3 that will be crucial to 
the proof of two later corollaries: if G is an F,S-free block of order n 2 7 and size 2n - 3 
then it has maximum size and therefore is isomorphic to Kz +I?,_ 2. 
Theorem 3.5. Zf n 2 1 then 
ex(n; F2S) = 
2n-2, n-lmod3, 
2n-3, nflmod3 
and GEEX(n; F2S) ifs n = 1 and G z K I or n k 2, G is connected, has order n, and 
(a) every block of G is isomorphic to K4 if n 3 1 mod 3, 
(b) every block of G but one, B, is isomorphic to K4 and BZ K3, 3, BZ Kz x K, or 
BgKK,+K,for some r>O ifnEOmod3, and 
(c) every block of G but one, B, is isomorphic to K4 and B is the nearly 3-regular graph 
with order 5, or BzKKz+K,for some r30 ifnE2mod3. 
Proof. Suppose GeEX(n; F$). Set Yi = {K,} and, for n > 2, denote 
graphs described in (a)-(c). It easily verified that no member of 9, 
division of F2. Consequently, if we define 
i 
2, nElmod3, 
En= 3, nflmod3 
for n> 1 we have 
(i) ex(n;F,S)>2n-E,. 
by 9,, the set of 
contains a sub- 
We will prove by induction on n that ex(n; F2S) = 2n - E, and EX(n; F2S) = ?J?~, it 
being obvious for 1 <n 64 since, then, EX(n; FJ) = K,. From graph tables in [3] we 
conclude that EX(5; F$) consists of K2 + K3, the nearly 3-regular graph with order 5, 
and the graph with two blocks, one being Kz and the other being K4. Also, 
EX(6; F2S) consists of Kz +K4, K3,3, Kz x K,, and the graph with two blocks, one 
being K3 and the other being K,. 
Consequently, we may assume na7. Furthermore, every edge in an arbitrary 
subdivision, H, of Fz lies in a cycle of H so that, since GEEX(n; F,S), (ii), below, holds. 
(ii) G is connected. 
(iii) The Theorem 3.5 follows if G has a cut vertex u. 
Let H1 be one u-component of G and let H2 be the union of the remaining 
u-components. Set ni = 1 V(Ht) 1, i = 1,2, so that nl + n2 = n + 1. Then, from (i) and the 
induction hypothesis, 
2n-e,< IE(G)I=(E(H,)I+(E(H,)I~2nl-e,,+2n2-&,,. 
so that E,,+E,,<E,+~. 
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Ifnl=nz=1mod3 then nElmod3 and we have 
2n-2~IE(G)I=IE(H,)I+IE(H,)I~2n-2. 
If, say, n2 f 1 mod 3 then E,, = 3 so that, by the inequality for the E’S, E, = 3 also and 
we have 
2n-3<IE(G)I=(E(H,)I+IE(H,)I<2n-3. 
If n, + 1 f nz mod 3 then we have 
2n-3dIE(G)I=IE(H,)I+IE(H,)I<2n-4. 
Since the last case is impossible, we have ex(n;F,S)=IE(G)I=2n-s,, 
IE(H1)l=2nI -2 with nr E 1 mod3, and IE(Hz)l=2nz-s,,=2n2-s,. Furthermore, 
since HiE%n,, i= 1,2, it follows that GM,, so that EX(n; F2S) = 9,, and the proof of (iii) 
is complete. 
Now we may assume that G is a block and apply Lemma 3.3. Theorem 3.5 follows 
immediately. 0 
With the aid of Theorem 3.5 we can easily determine the thresholds and extremal 
graphs for two subgraphs of F. 
Corollary 3.6. Let the graph F consist of two triangles with exactly one common vertex, 
then ex(l;F,S)=O, ex(4;FS)=6, ex(n;FS)=2n-3, n>2, nf4 and GEEX(n;FS) iff 
(a) GzK,, 16n64, 
(b) G is the nearly 3-regular graph with order 5, or the graph that has two blocks, one 
being Kz and the other Kq, 
(c) GrK,,, or K,xK3, 
(d) GE K, +K1 +K1 + K3 (two copies of K4 joined by an edge), or 
(e) GzK~+K,_~ with n>5. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n; we may assume n > 7 since the other results are 
easily verified from tables in [3]. Then, since K2 +I?,_, clearly contains no subdivi- 
sion of F and F is a subgraph of F2, we have, for n > 1, 
2n- 3 <ex(n; F,S)<ex(n; F,S)= 
2n-2, n-lmod3, 
2n-3, nflmod3 
so that EX(n; FS) s EX(n; F2S) when n f 1 mod 3. The only graph in ex(n; F2S), 
n f 1 mod 3, n 3 7 that does not contain a subdivision of F is the graph Kz + K,_ 2. 
Suppose then that n- 1 mod 3. If ex(n; FS)=n-2 then O#EX(n; FS) c 
EX(n; F2S), but we see this is impossible since for n > 4 every member of EX(n; F2S) 
contains a subdivision of F. Consequently, ex(n; FS) = 2n - 3 for all n # 1 or 4. 
Let GEEX(n; FS), n>7 and n= 1 mod 3. As before, it is easy to argue that G is 
connected. 
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Suppose G has a cut vertex u. Then at most one block of G containing u is not 
isomorphic to K2. Thus, G has a bridge e = v u 1 2, say. Let Hi be the component of 
G-e containing Di and set ni = 1 V(Hi) 1, i = 1,2. Then 
2n-3=IE(G)I=IE(H,)I+IE(H,))d2n,-2+2n,-2+1=2n-3. 
Thus Hi 2 K1 or & SO that G is the graph described in (d) above. 
Finally, suppose G is a block. We may apply Lemma 3.3 and conclude that 
GzKK,+I?,_,. 0 
Corollary 3.7. Let F be the graph with order 5 and A(F)= 3 and having two blocks, one 
being K2 and the other being K4 minus an edge. Then ex(1; FS)=O, ex(4; FS)= 6, 
ex(n;FS)=2n-3, n>2, n#6, and GEEX(n;FS) ifs 
(a) G=K,, ldn<4, 
(b) GrK,,, or 
(c) GzKK,+I?_, with n>5. 
Proof. Arguing exactly as in the first paragraph of the proof of Corollary 3.6 we 
conclude that the only member of EX(n; FS) when n > 7 and n f 1 mod 3 is Kz + I?,, _ z. 
As in the proof of Corollary 3.6 we can also conclude that ex(n; FS) = 2n - 3 when 
nElmod3, n>4. 
Let GEEX(~; FS), n > 7 and n = 1 mod 3. Then G is connected for, otherwise, let H, 
be some component of G and set H2 = G - V(H,). By the induction hypothesis 
2n-3<IE(G))=)E(Hl)I+IE(H,)I<2n-4 
which is impossible. 
If G has a cut vertex u, let H1 be a u-component of G and let Hz be the union of the 
remaining u-components with the copies of u identified. Then, 
so that E,, + E,, < 5. Thus, at least one of s,, or E,, is 2; say E,, = 2. Then H1 g K4 which, 
in turn, implies that G is not FS-free. Thus, we may conclude that G is a block. But 
then we may apply Lemma 3.3 and conclude that G =K, + I?,,_ 2. 0 
Of the remaining subgraphs of Fz only one, the graph of order 5 with A(F) = 4 and 
having two blocks, one being K2 and the other being K4 minus an edge, has 
a subdivision threshold that is not well known. We have determined the subdivision 
threshold of that graph and will present the results in a future paper. 
4. Concluding remarks 
In Section 2 the appearance of a subdivision of Fk was prevented because 
A(G) < k + 1 in some extermal graphs while in others A(G) > k + 2 but no vertex with 
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degree greater than k+ 1 occurred in a block. In Section 3 the appearance of 
a subdivision of Fz was prevented because A(B) < k + 1 in every block B of G. 
The only proper subgraphs of the graphs Fk considered in Section 2 are Fh for some 
h<kandK,,,forsomehdk+2.ItisobviousthatEX(n;K,,hS)istheclassof(h-1)- 
regular graphs or nearly (k+ 1)-regular graphs of order n so that 
ex(n;K,,J)= v 1 1 
For this reason we consider the problem of Section 3 to be more interesting. The 
results for F, and F2 in Section 3 suggest the following. 
Conjecture 4.1. Let Fk=K, +Pk+*. Then, for 2<k+2<n, 
ex(n;FkS)= (k+l)L’n;~:(:tl)lj. 1 
Ifn=q(k+l)+r, l<r<k+l, then GEEX(~;F,S) iff 
(i) G is any connected graph having exactly q blocks, q - 1 of which are isomorphic 
to Kk+ 2 and one of which is any (k + 1)-regular or nearly (k + 1)-regular graph of order 
k+r+l, or 
(ii) r = k + 1 and G is any connected graph having exactly q + 1 blocks, q of which 
are isomorphic to Kk + z and one of which is isomorphic to K, + 1. 










In particular, [E(G)\ =(k+2)(n- 1)/2 when n= 1 mod k+ 1. 
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